
...IN THE AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY

Looking across the five traits for future 
success that emerged from the IBM 
Global CEO Study’s more than 1,000 CEO 
interviews, what are the key implications for 
automotive leaders?1 

Hungry for cHange

Automotive CEOs anticipate more change over the next three years than 

most CEOs, but they also report less past success managing it. Across all the 

industries we studied, automotive has one of the highest “change gaps” – 

88 percent of CEOs expect substantial change, but only 54 percent have 

successful track records of change, leaving a 34 percent shortfall. Financial 

outperformers, however, have a much smaller change gap (29 percent) 

than the industry’s underperformers (46 percent). Although both groups 

see significant turbulence ahead, outperformers are far more successful at 

managing such change.

Implications: Automotive Enterprises of the Future are change masters – 

organizations that recognize the change management process as a “must 

have” strategic capability. They identify change agents and visionary chal-

lengers, insert them in key business units and functions, and give them free-

dom to maneuver. These companies have the process speed and flexibility to 

exploit viable ideas quickly. They use technology as a change enabler for 

their businesses, not just in their products.

 “The following factors have 
enabled our responsiveness 
to change: a performance-
driven culture, measure-
ments, nimbleness and 
integrity.”

CEO, Automotive Supplier, North 
America



 “Our management talent has 
to be upgraded to lead in the 
new realities of the global 
automotive industry…Global 
integration is the biggest 
opportunity because there is 
so much value at stake.”

CEO, OEM, North America

InnovatIve beyond customer ImagInatIon

Automotive CEOs are enthusiastic about rising consumer purchasing power 

– particularly the tremendous opportunity in developing markets like India 

and China. They are already investing well above average in this trend – and 

plan to increase that investment by 30 percent over the next three years. 

However, investment growth in serving today’s increasingly informed cus-

tomers is essentially flat. These findings pose some critical questions for the 

industry: Could the intense focus on new markets cause automotive compa-

nies to neglect the needs of more informed customers? Is the growth from 

new markets sustainable if the expectations of more sophisticated custom-

ers are not met?

Implications: To increase innovation across both developed and develop-

ing markets, Automotive Enterprises of the Future actively pursue and use 

consumer insights. OEMs rethink how information is gathered, analyzed 

and applied. Suppliers are more involved and work closely with OEMs to 

develop a deeper understanding of the end consumer. Dealers replace 

their transactional approach with one based on providing customer value 

over a lifetime of ownership. And the industry as a whole collaborates more 

– with each other and with the consumer.    

globally Integrated

The automotive industry has a higher percentage of CEOs pursuing global 

business designs than almost any other industry we studied. In particular, 

automotive CEOs are focused on optimizing global operations, globalizing 

their products and brands, and deeply changing their mix of capabilities, 

knowledge and assets. Automotive outperformers are planning even more 

aggressive moves in these three areas. 

Implications: The strategies of outperformers suggest that automotive 

companies must work toward global integration, not just globalization. 

Automotive Enterprises of the Future have the ability to perform work wher-

ever the best capabilities are – and their brands and products are competi-

tive worldwide. This involves extensive collaboration, partnering and 

integration.  

 “Customers demand 
‘connectedness.’ In the past, 
automotive OEMs drove 
technology into the vehicle. 
Now, OEMs are asking for 
our insights.”

CEO, Automotive Supplier, Japan



dIsruptIve by nature

While 69 percent of our entire sample is pursuing extensive business model 

innovation, only 49 percent of automotive CEOs are doing so. In fact, auto-

motive is one of the least active industries in terms of business model inno-

vation – on par with other capital-intensive sectors such as utilities, 

petroleum and aerospace. Among the industry’s extensive innovators, the 

primary focus is Enterprise Model Innovation – specializing and delivering 

greater value by rethinking what is done in-house and through partners. 

Implications: The Automotive Enterprise of the Future will continue this 

focus on specialization, but also find other ways to disrupt the competitive 

status quo. Delphi for instance is using its strength in automotive electron-

ics to move into the healthcare industry, providing equipment for remote 

medical monitoring.2 And Tata Motors is disrupting the industry’s pricing 

norms with a new category of ultra-low-priced vehicles, and in the process 

attracting an entirely new segment of buyers who traditionally have not 

purchased automobiles.3 

genuIne, not just generous

It’s no surprise that automotive CEOs are more concerned about environ-

mental issues than other CEOs. However, the degree of difference is dra-

matic – 32 percent of automotive CEOs see it as a major change driver 

versus 18 percent across the full sample. What’s even more intriguing is that 

three out of four automotive CEOs believe customers’ rising corporate 

social responsibility (CSR) expectations will have a positive impact on their 

businesses. And they’re planning a 35 percent increase in investment over 

the next three years to address this trend (versus 25 percent study-wide). 

Although environmental impact is important, it is not the only CSR issue on 

their agendas.

Implications: The carbon footprint of the tail end of the automotive value 

chain – after the vehicle is in use – is drawing much attention these days, 

with more hybrid, electric and fuel-efficient models than ever before. But 

Automotive Enterprises of the Future also focus on the impact of manufac-

turing operations, inbound and outbound logistics and component sourc-

ing. And “impact” means much more than carbon footprint – it includes the 

overall “footprint” that the enterprise leaves on the societies in which it 

operates.

 “One percent of our profit 
after tax goes to address 
CSR, health, education and 
environmental issues.”

CEO, OEM, India

 “We are only doing ‘selective’ 
business model innovation. It 
is too risky to try to innovate 
with our largest customers 
and their core business.”

CEO, Automotive Supplier, North 
America



fIve key ImperatIves for tHe automotIve Industry

•	 Change	is	a	required	management	capability.	Those	auto	compa-

nies that are successful at change have demonstrated superior 

financial performance.

•	 Leveraging	 customer	 insights	 is	 a	 key	 differentiator	 and	 creates	

competitive advantage. 

•	 True	global	integration,	not	just	globalization,	enhances	financial	

performance.

•	 Being	 selectively	 disruptive,	 as	 well	 as	 differentiating,	 can	 point	

the way to new profitable lines of business.

•	 The	auto	industry	is	a	leader	regarding	concerns	for	environmental	

issues and investment; this focus should be integrated throughout 

the extended value chain and broadened to include other aspects 

of corporate social responsibility. 

buIldIng your enterprIse of tHe future

We look forward to learning more about where you think business is 

heading – and working with you, as you build your Enterprise of the 

Future.

For additional information about the IBM Global CEO Study, please 

visit ibm.com/enterpriseofthefuture or e-mail one of the following 

contacts:  

Americas  Mahesh Lunani mlunani@us.ibm.com 

 Karen Newman newmank@us.ibm.com

Asia Pacific (excluding Japan) Seong Yol Kim  ksyol@kr.ibm.com 

Japan  Tomoaki Takemoto TTOMOAKI@jp.ibm.com

Northeast Europe Alexander Scheidt SCHEIDT@de.ibm.com 

Southwest Europe Olivier Payraud  olivier.payraud@fr.ibm.com

Global Sanjay Rishi sanjay.rishi@us.ibm.com

IBM Institute for Business Value Kalman Gyimesi gyimesi@us.ibm.com
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NOTES AND SOURCES:
1 Of the 1,130 interviews conducted for the 

IBM CEO Study, 59 were from the automotive 
industry. Of this subset, 49 percent were from 
Asia Pacific, 41 percent from the Americas 
and 19 percent from Europe, the Middle East 
and Africa. 

2 Delphi Medical Systems. http://delphimedical.
com/

3 Giridharadas, Anand. “Four Wheels for the 
Masses: The $2,500 Car.” The New York 
Times. January 8, 2008.
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